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Big Data driven Pintels Patent Examiner Analytics
Actionable Intelligence to execute patent prosecution strategies and improve Allowance Rates

Challenges
For most innovative companies, effective patent prosecution strategies are critical to
business success. Innovation success depends on protecting the innovative technologies and
revenue streams therein.
Patent prosecution is expensive affair. So, formulating data driven, facts based, thoughtful
patent prosecution strategies on how to handle, lay down the plan of action and options to
pursue in getting all patent issuance is critical for business success. So, leveraging IP legal
patent examiner analytics is a natural fit for your organization.
Another significant challenge for patent attorneys is to craft effective strategies how to
understand and analyze behavior of patent examiner and art units. Also, deciding which law
firm to go with, what is its track record is another big open question to deal with.

Key Benefits










Analyze behavior of
patent examiner
Analyze behavior of art
units
Help improve
consistency
Track and understand
Request for Continued
Examination (RCE’s)
and patterns
Identify patent
examiner biases
View patent examiner
metrics
Assist Law firms with
business development
Identify frequency with
which patent examiner
allows claims

PINTELS PATENT EXAMINER ANALYTICS

Why Pintels Patent Examiner Analytics?
Big data driven Pintels Patent Examiner Analytics provide actionable intelligence to
formulate and execute patent prosecution strategies to improve the allowance rates. Patent
prosecution attorneys and intellectual property specialists can formulate winning patent
prosecution strategies at multiple levels – Application level, Portfolio level and Strategy level
and deliver successful patent prosecutions and issuances. Leveraging the predictive analytics
capabilities to reshape patent prosecution.
Pintels Patent Examiner Analytics helps you successfully execute patent strategies and gain
competitive advantage. The deep insights from analytics and data visualizations and pointand-click visualizations help you understand the behavior of patent examiners and art units.
It also helps you improve consistency and assists law firms with business development.
The analytics can be leveraged by companies as well as Law firms to:







Add business value
Gain competitive advantage
View Patent Examiner Data Visualizations, Metrics and Outcomes
Identify, analyze behavior of patent examiners
Assess allowance rates by patent examiners, art units and disposition rates
Leverage analytics to reshape patent prosecution strategies
ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE TO IMPROVE ALLOWANCE RATES
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Takeaways
Leveraging Pintels Patent Examiner Analytics empowers to know facts on ground with patent examiners, art units for better
positioning and formulating effective patent prosecution strategy and build high value patent portfolio. Patent strategists
can now formulate winning strategies at multiple levels.
Analysis of the IP backed securitization transactions provides insights into some of the impeding factors.




Application level: leverage data to decide on how to respond to an office action.
Portfolio level: leverage data to identify trends and portfolio segments, technology fields, sub-technology fields that
need attention.
Strategy level: leverage data to identify empirical metrics associated with specific prosecution strategies.

Leveraging the combination of these strategies empowers patent prosecution attorneys understand patent examiners well
and to formulate, execute patent strategies to improve allowance rates, reduce disposition times and effectively build high
value patent portfolio.

Packages & Options
If you are interested in getting more information, contact our Intellectual Property experts at contactus@vajrasoftinc.com or
via telephone at 1-925-248-2523.
To consider Pintels Patent Examiner Analytics solutions for your business, or to find more information, you can reach at
www.vajrasoftinc.com or www.pintels.com
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